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Any way you look at it, for whoever is using it, marijuana is a medicinal plant in abundant supply.
Every month and every year that goes by, we find out more positive things about it. Marijuana has
been demonized through the years, but obviously this plant has a great deal of positive attributes,
and it's a renewable resource. Being a cash crop, marijuana is bad for the pharmaceutical industry.
Is Big Pharma pressuring the government to continue to deny sick people access? If so, that's truly
a crime against American citizens. And, as Jesse Ventura writes, "Our government won't do the
right thing and legalize marijuana unless we the people demand it, because there are so many
people within our government on the payroll, all thanks to the War on Drugs." Jesse Ventura's
Marijuana Manifesto calls for an end to the War on Drugs. Just because something is illegal, that
doesn't mean it goes away; it just means that criminals run it. Legalizing marijuana will serve to
rejuvenate our pathetic economy and just might make people a little happier. Ventura's book will
show us all how we can take our country back.
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This is a fantastic and very well-informed book. It's a serious and very comprehensive study that
details all our history on the subject- from the colonial period right up to now, with an important
emphasis on America's failed Drug War and the problems it has caused. But the book is also
optimistic and shows us the solutions. Jesse and Jen Hobbs have spelled it all out very clearly in an
enjoyable read. It's about Rights, not Rules!

Jesse Ventura and Jen Hobbs are to be commended for a great book tackling a hot topic in today's
media: marijuana. For people on both sides of the debate, the goal to end the stigma and illegality of
marijuana is a current event of major importance and this book covers this very well, indeed. The
false "war on drugs" is examined, as well. When Jesse speaks, people listen...when Jesse commits
it to writing, people devour his books and rightly so. What else can I say? Get this one asap! If you
enjoyed his other books as I have, you will love this one, too!Vince PalamaraAuthor of Survivor's
Guilt, JFK: From Parkland to Bethesda, and The Not So Secret Service

Jesse Ventura and Jen Hobbs have put together the bible on marijuana legalization. The book is
thoroughly researched and expertly written, and I just really enjoyed it cover to cover. Steve Kubby's
introduction puts the movement in perspective when you can see the positive, medicinal results that
marijuana can have, while Jesse and Jen provide all of the facts to prove that ending marijuana
prohibition will improve the welfare of our citizens and country financially, physically, and mentally. If
you're against legalization, read this book and tell me it didn't change your mind. If you're already
behind the movement, here is your ultimate ammunition for winning any discussion with a
contrarian. Read this book!
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